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New Flash Handout Converts Flash files to PDFs
Latest creation from FlashJester is first all-in-one tool for PDF conversion
WELLINGBOROUGH, UK – Dec. 01, 2005 – FlashJester, the leading provider of third party
support for Flash software, introduces Flash Handout, the first all-in-one tool to convert Flash
SWFs and FLAs to PDFs. With its easy-to-use wizard format, Flash Handout makes it possible
to print individual Flash frame or frame-by-frame animation in a slideshow format.
“When you want to review and break-down a Flash file, Flash Handout eliminates the need to
take individual screenshots and export images from Flash and then create a PDF which is tedious
and time-consuming,” said Davendra Patel, CEO of 3rd Eye Solutions. “This product brings
efficiency, speed and a professional edge to the process. Whether you want to show a Flash
work-in-progress or finished creation, Flash Handout is a great way to breakdown the work for
presentations and client review.”
With Flash Handout, there is no need for other third party tools, and the user-friendly wizard
interface guides users through the seven-step handout creation process. There are two different
tracks to follow depending on whether the starting file is a SWF or FLA.
Flash Handout allows the user to choose from three different capture methods: keyframes, total
number of frames or whatever frame/time count the user selects. The user also controls all
details of the page size and setup. Throughout the process, the wizard features a preview
window so the user can view the progress and edit the frames as needed. There are also special
encryption and password-protection features. The end result is a custom PDF file that features
the desired Flash frames for easy viewing.
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Flash Handout is designed for the Windows environment and supports Flash MX 2004. Flash
Handout is available for [insert price] at www.flashhandout.com.
Flash Handout from FlashJester is the first all-in-one tool to convert SWFs and FLAs to PDFs.
FlashJester (http://www.flashjester.com) is a part of 3rd Eye Solutions
(http://www.3rdeye.co.uk) is a fast-growing software house and multimedia company providing
creative visions for multimedia, programming, screensavers and the Internet. Headquartered in
Wellingborough, UK, 3rd Eye Solutions was founded in 1996.
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